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ABSTRACT
Self-aligned double patterning (SADP) has become a promising technique to push pattern resolution limit to
sub-22nm technology node. Although SADP provides good overlay controllability, it encounters many challenges
in physical design stages to obtain conflict-free layout decomposition. In this paper, we study the impact on
placement by different standard cell layout decomposition strategies. We propose a SADP friendly standard
cell configuration which provides pre-coloring results for standard cells. These configurations are brought into
the placement stage to help ensure layout decomposability and save the extra effort for solving conflicts in later
stages.
1. INTRODUCTION
Self-aligned double patterning (SADP) has become a promising technique to push pattern resolution limit to
sub-22nm technology node. Compared with Litho-Etch-Litho-Etch (LELE) double patterning, SADP provides
better overlay controllability with its sidewall spacer based manufacturing process. However, SADP is less mature
and still exists many challenges in physical design stages.
The most important issue for double patterning technique is how to successfully decompose the layout into
two masks that are allowed to be manufactured under current 193nm optical lithography. In general, when the
distance between two patterns is less than the lithography threshold, the patterns have to be separated into
different masks. This process is so-called layout decomposition, or coloring. Besides of taking care of layout
decomposability, overlay error is another important issue affecting manufacturability. In SADP process, the trim
mask can be used to retain the desired layout region, which provides good flexibility for layout decomposition.
The downside, however, is the increase of possible overlay error. Therefore, we not only need to obtain a
decomposable layout, but also should seek for the layout with minimal overlay error.
Several studies1–3 have been proposed to solve layout decomposition problem for SADP. To ease the difficulty
to perform layout decomposition when the layout is fixed, SADP decomposability has been considered in the
routing stage.4–6 Recently, SADP compliant designs are discussed7, 8 and those studies have shown how proper
physical design can help the layout decomposition. Industries have been discussed the demand to integrate
layout decomposition information into the placement stage. There are previous studies9, 10 focused on generating
double patterning friendly standard cell library that helps to achieve layout decomposability after placement.
They suggest restrictive design rules for standard cell design to ensure decomposability, such as pre-assign
color for power/ground net, force single color on each cell boundary, and remove the color dependency between
power/ground net and signal nets. Based on a given standard cell library, Wassala et al.11 proposed an approach
to find all possible combinations of cell decompositions. The techniques in these previous works involve pattern
splitting and thus cannot fully apply for SADP process. Moreover, none of these works have evaluated the real
impact of applying double patterning friendly standard cells in placement.
In current standard cell design methodology, designs are constructed with standard cells placed side by side
in placement stage. Usually, layout decomposition is performed after place and route. However, there may be
potential conflicts that need to be solved by shifting layout polygons, which may increase the layout area. By
brining double patterning aware information to the placement stage, it is possible to reduce the layout area and
ease the burden for fixing conflicts in later stages. Figure 1 shows two examples of placing two standard cells,
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Figure 1. Standard cell placement examples. (a) Improper placement requires extra space to solve the coloring conflict in the
boundary. (b) SADP compliant placement is obtained by flipping Cell B.
where (a) shows an improper cell placement that generates a coloring conflict by the two red patterns on the
cell boundary and needs extra space between cells to resolve the conflict; while (b) shows a more compact and
conflict-free placement by simply flipping Cell B.
In this paper, we propose a SADP friendly configuration for standard cell library considering placement
impact. Our objective is to generate available configurations for standard cells, which can be used directly in the
placement stage. The main contributions of the paper include: (1) we pre-define coloring results in standard cell
level, and thus they can be directly applied in the placement stage. This pre-define coloring requires only one time
effort, which avoids repeated layout decomposition time; (2) we embed the cell decomposition information into
the detailed placement as SADP legalization, which helps to minimize the area impact and layout perturbation
for enabling SADP; and (3) we ensure layout decomposability in an early design stage, reducing the extra effort
and difficulties for fixing decomposition conflicts in later stages.
In the rest of this paper, we will discuss the impact of standard cell placement in Section 2. Our SASP-aware
legalization will be explained in Section 3. We will discuss our experimental results in Section 4, followed by the
conclusion in Section 5.
2. IMPACT OF STANDARD CELL PLACEMENT
2.1 The turnaround to placement stage
Double pattering lithography enables further feature shrinking to sub-22nm technology. However, there exists a
gap between the product of the design flow and a manufacturable layout. SADP process requires two adjacent
patterns not fabricated on the same mask if the distance between them is less than the lithography resolution
Sdp. Conflicts occur if the layout decomposition step fails to obey the spacing rule Sdp for all patterns on the
same mask. Since the general physical design flow does not take SADP awareness into consideration, it is obvious
that the layout after physical design flow may not be decomposable to enable SADP. Therefore, fixing loops as
shown in Figure 2 have to be iterated until the layout is ready for manufacturing.
Minor layout conflicts can possibly be fixed by layout decomposition techniques in mask synthesis stage.
For example, SADP allows merging two conflicting patterns followed by line-cutting12, 13 to generate the target
layout. However, these kind of merging may be limited by restricted manufacturing rules. If there are unsolvable
conflicts left, the fixing process has to go back to the routing stage to perform rip-up and re-route. Moreover,
abutted placed cells may cause conflicts by patterns near the boundary. Standard cells are designed with various
performance considerations, and have pre-defined pin locations. Although layout modification technique9, 14 can
be applied to separate those closed patterns, the moving space inside a cell is limited and the performance impact
is questionable. Therefore, a larger loop back to the placement stage would be necessary to fix conflicts caused
between cell boundaries. The turnaround time to fix coloring conflicts can be huge if the decomposability issue
is not addressed in the design flow.
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Figure 2. Design and manufacturing flow to enable deomposability.
There are two directions to integrate SADP awareness into the placement stage: pre-defined coloring and
on-the-fly coloring. Since the layouts of standard cells are known, we can perform layout decomposition up front
and embed the coloring information in the cell library that can be used by the placer (pre-defined coloring).
The alternative is to perform coloring when cells are placed (on-the-fly coloring). This approach may provide
the most comprehensive coloring choices, but the repeated coloring would be time-consuming. In the following
paper, we will focus on the approach based on pre-defined coloring.
2.2 SADP challenges for standard cells
2.2.1 Restrictive decomposition
It has been mentioned that conflicts may occur in the boundary of two abutted cells. Standard cells contains
power/ground net as well as signal nets, where power/ground net is connected throughout the entire row and
thus is viewed as a single pattern. While conflicts between signal nets can be eliminated by simply moving the
two cells apart, conflicts between power/ground net is hard to solve. Figure 3 shows the coloring results of two
cells, where the colors of the power and ground nets are different in (a) and are the same in (b). Since the
coloring results in Figure 3 are the only options for the two cells because of their internal pattern structures,
a conflict exists natively when they are placed on the same row. For other DPL processes such as LELE-type
(a) (b)
Figure 3. Layout decomposition conflicts on power/ground net. (a) AOI21. (b) NAND2.
DPL, this conflict may be solved by splitting the conflicting pattern into two. However, this technique does not
work for SADP because of the process limitation.
2.2.2 Overlay control
SADP process involves the first exposure with the mandrel mask, spacer deposition to the mandrels, and the
second exposure with the trim mask. Overlay error may occur if two masks are not aligned perfectly. Spacers can
work as an isolating material, and thus patterns that aligned to spacers would not suffer from overlay problem.
Figure 4 (a) and (b) show examples with and without overlay error, respectively. Pattern A is formed by the
first exposure, while pattern B is formed by aligning to the boundaries of the spacer and the trim pattern. If
the trim mask shifts, the right edge of pattern B would be vulnerable to the overlay error as shown in Figure 4
(b), causing CD variation. A good layout decomposition should avoid patterns that are not aligned to spacers.
The overlay problem should be taken care when placing together two cells with pre-define colors. Figure 5
shows two cases when two cells are placed, where red patterns are formed by the mandrel mask and blue pattern
are formed by spacer and the trim mask. Assume there is no conflict in the boundary of cell B and C in (a).
However, the blue patterns near the boundary would suffer from the overlay error because there is no adjacent
mandrels to provide spacer alignment. Although we could reserve empty space between cell B and C to allow
dummy mandrel insertion, this would increase the design area and wire length, and sacrifice the benefit of using
DPL technology. Figure 5 (b) shows the result with less overlay error by flipping cell C, where the mandrel in
cell C provides spacer alignment in the abutting boundary for cell B.
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Figure 4. CD variation caused by SADP overlay error.
3. SADP-AWARE LEGALIZATION
The main challenge of SADP friendly placement is the extra effort to determine the decomposability during
the placement stage. In addition, the design performance would be compromised because the decomposability
becomes one of the optimization objectives for the placer. The problem can be even complicated when SADP
overlay minimization is also considered. Therefore, an efficient approach is needed to make SADP friendly
placement possible; and in the mean while, the impact to the design performance should be minimized. We
present a SADP-aware legalization applied after the regular detailed placement. We will first give the problem
formulation, and discuss what SADP-aware configuration should be provided in the cell library. Then we will
explain how to integrate the configuration into the placement stage efficiently.
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Figure 5. Placement example where (a) suffers more overlay error than (b). (c) Closer view of the center area of (a).
3.1 Problem formulation
Given a placed layout, our task is to identify SADP conflicts between cells, and solve them by cell flipping or
cell spreading. The objective is to solve all conflicts while minimizing the core area increase and wire length per-
turbation. Since we only care about the conflicts between cells, we assume a cell itself is decomposable, meaning
there is no conflict internally. In addition, we assume “double-back” rows (adjacent rows share power/ground
rail) are not used in the design for more flexible decomposition results.
3.2 Standard cell category
Before checking and solving conflicts in the placement, we need to build pre-coloring results and embed this
information in the cell library. For each cell, we build a conflict graph to represent the topological relationship
among pattens. Figure 6 (a) shows a sample layout and its corresponding conflict graph. We traverse the
conflict graph in DFS manner and apply two-coloring to assign a color for each pattern. Note that the coloring
assignment may not be unique. To achieve the most placement flexibility, we enumerate all possible coloring
candidates for each cell as shown in Figure 6 (b)-(e).
Although we can always construct a conflict graph for two abutted cells and check if there is coloring conflict
on the graph, this does not give much insight on how cell configurations impact decomposability. We further
study the cell coloring results and categorize cells as PG-type and Abut-type which are defined as follows.
Definition PG-type: The coloring relation between power and ground nets. PG-type can be (1) Same-PG if
power and ground nets must be assigned the same color; (2) Diff-PG if power and ground nets must be assigned
different colors; and (3) Free-PG if there is no coloring dependency between the power and ground nets.
Definition Abut-type: The coloring and pattern geometry of a cell boundary (left and right). Abut-type
can be (1) Safe-Abut if the spacing between the left/right-most pattern and the cell boundary is larger than
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 6. (a) Sample layout and its corresponding conflict graph in dashed lines. (b)-(e) Candidate coloring results.
the conflicting threshold Sth; (2) Free-Abut if there is no coloring dependency among the left- and right-most
patterns, the power net, and the ground net; (3) Unknown-Abut if none of (1) or (2) is satisfied.
Examples of Diff-PG and Same-PG can be seen in Figure 3 (a) and (b), respectively. Free-PG exists when
there is no path connecting the power and ground net on the conflict graph, so they can be assigned either the
same color or different colors. Cell A in Figure 1 shows an example with Free-PG type, where a wide space
between power/ground net and signal nets break their coloring dependency. It is obvious that a Same-PG cell
cannot abut a Diff-PG cell; while a Free-PG cell is flexible to abut cells with any PG-type.
The left boundary of Cell C in Figure 5 (a) is an example of a Safe-Abut boundary. Assume there is a
minimum pattern-to-boundary spacing Sb min between patterns inside a cell and the cell boundary as shown in
Figure 5 (c). We can find a threshold distance Sth such that as long as the pattern-to-boundary spacing Sb of a
cell is larger than Sth, no conflict will be induced. This threshold is determined by the resolution limit, that is,
Sb > Sth = Sdp − Sb min. The concept of Free-Abut is similar to Free-PG, which means the coloring of patterns
on the boundary are independent and have nothing to do with the power/ground net. Patterns on a Free-Abut
boundary can be colored freely depending on the color of its adjacent cell. For example, the right boundary of
the cell in Figure 6 is a Free-Abut boundary, while its left boundary is Unknown-Abut because the color of the
left-most patten contradicts the color of the power/ground net.
Lemma 1: Two cells are PG-compatible if and only if there is no conflict between their power/ground nets,
including the combinations {Same-PG, Same-PG}, {Diff-PG, Diff-PG}, and {Free-PG, Any}.
Lemma 2: Two cells are Abut-compatible if and only if there is no conflict between patterns by their abutting
boundary, including the combinations {Safe-Abut, Any}, {Free-Abut, Any}, and conflict-free {Unknown-Abut,
Unknown-Abut}.
Theorem 1: Two cells are compatible if and only if they are PG-compatible and Abut-compatible.
We define SADP compatibility of a pair of cells as the decomposability when they are placed abutted,
which can be determined by Theorem 1. Determining PG-compatibility is trivial, however, determining Abut-
compatibility may requires extra effort if two Unknown-Abut boundaries are considered. In that case, we need
to construct a conflict graph for patterns of two abutted cells and check if odd cycles (conflicts) are formed in
the graph.
3.3 Decomposability look-up table
Although determining PG-compatibility is trivial, determining Abut-compatibility requires extra effort when
Unknown-Abut boundaries involve. It is inefficient to perform coloring for Unknown-Abut boundaries whenever
they are checked. Since cell library has fixed layouts and usually contains only hundreds of cells, we can create
a decomposability look-up table (DPLUT) to provide quick query during legalization.
Given a standard cell library with N cells, we build a two-dimensional N ×N DPLUT based on Theorem 1,
in which each table entry keeps the decomposable solution candidates of two abutted cells. The first dimension
represents the cell on the left, and the second dimension represents the cell on the right, as shown in Figure
7. The solution candidates indicate decomposable cell orientations and the corresponding overlay error on the
abutting boundary. If there is no legal combination to place two cells, their solution candidates would be NULL.
Note that the same cell orientation may have different SADP layout decomposition results based on how patterns
are colored, and we only keep the one with the minimum overlay error. With DPLUT, we can quickly query
if two cells can be put together, and obtain the minimal overlay orientation as their placement solution. For
example, the solution candidates in Figure 7 indicate two orientations to place cell ci and cj , and thus we can
decide wether to perform cell flipping according to the possible overlay error value1 and value2. Solutions Si1
and Si2 represent two different coloring results for cell ci.
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Figure 7. Decomposability look-up table.
3.4 SADP legalization
We present a post processing in detailed placement, SADP legalization, to “legalize” conflicting cells after the
regular placement without significant design perturbation. After obtaining the DPLUT mentioned in Section
3.3, we use it to quickly determine the decomposability between two adjacent cells. Once a conflict is found, we
applied one of the two techniques, cell flipping and cell spreading, to resolve it. When the design area is the main
concern, cell flipping is preferred because it does not impose area overhead. Cell spreading may take advantage
of existing white space on the original placement, but the white space may not be sufficient to solve all conflicts.
In certain placement, we may need to enlarge the design area in order to resolve all conflicts.
Algorirthm 1 shows our greedy-based legalization. Rows of the placement are processed one by one, left
to right (Line 1, 2). For each pair of conflicting cells, we first check if the conflict can be solved by flipping
one cell as shown in Line 4. If a flipped solution is not available, then we try cell spreading as shown in Line
9. Decomposability check “IsConfclit” is done by checking if {cri , cri+1} in the current orientation exists in
DPLUT[cri ][cri+1 ]. If not, we may flip one of the cells according to the solution candidates in DPLUT[cri ][cri+1 ]
and the current color assignment of the two cells. However, if there is no any way to decompose the two adjacent
cells, we can only solve their conflict by spreading the two cells.
Algorithm 1 SADP legalization
Input: R rows of cells
1: for each r ∈ R do
2: for i = 1→ |r| − 1 do
3: if IsConflict(cri , cri+1) then
4: Flip(cri , cri+1)
5: end if
6: end for
7: for i = 1→ |r| − 1 do
8: if IsConflict(cri , cri+1) then
9: Spread(cri , cri+1)
10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Existing placement benchmarks such as ISPD 06’ benchmark only provide placement information without stan-
dard cell library detail. Therefore, those benchmarks cannot be used for SADP legalization. Instead, we syn-
thesize OpenSPARC T1 designs with Nangate 45nm standard cell library15 to generate our benchmark. For
simplicity, we assume the sizes of the minimum pattern width, spacing, and spacer width are the same, and
modify the layout accordingly. Cells are decomposed as explained in Section 3 and used to configure the de-
composability look-up table. Because Nangate standard cell library is not designed for SADP, several cells
are not decomposable internally. For simplicity, we assume there is no internal conflicts and no power/ground
incompatibility, so we can focus on solving conflicts between cell boundaries.
4.1 SADP legalization
We perform placement with Cadence SOC Encounter16 and use the result as the input of our approach. The
default core utilization rate is set as 0.7. The benchmark information and our results are shown in Table 1.
We implement two versions of SADP-legalization, area-unbounded (UB) and area-bounded (B). In SADP-
legalization UB, expanding layout area is allowed for cell spreading if necessary. Table 1 shows the results, where
all conflicts in the original placement are solved with slight area and wire length perturbation. On average,
SADP-legalization UB induces 3.25% additional area and 1.39% additional wire length.
In SADP-legalization B shown in Table 2, layout area is fixed, and conflicts can only be solved within the
given area specification. Our results show that around 40% of the conflicts can be solved without any area
penalty, and the wire length perturbation is only 0.08% on average. SADP-legalization for all designs can be
accomplished within seconds, showing the efficiency of utilizing DPLUT.
Table 1. Experimental results with area-unbounded SADP legalization.
Design Benchmark Statistics SADP-Legalization UB
Conflict Area(um2) WL(um) Conflict Area(um2) WL(um) +Area% +WL%
alu 877 5284 29620 0 5451 30004 3.16% 1.30%
byp 2089 18011 133500 0 18997 135635 5.47% 1.60%
div 1439 11860 55390 0 12785 56535 7.80% 2.07%
ecc 587 5046 23090 0 5225 23376 3.55% 1.24%
ffu 612 6493 27970 0 6564 28216 1.09% 0.88%
mul 5463 42139 205500 0 42224 207978 0.20% 1.21%
efc 454 4471 12150 0 4536 12326 1.45% 1.45%
Average 3.25% 1.39%
Table 2. Experimental results with area-bounded SADP legalization.
Design SADP-Legalization B
Conflict WL -Conflict% +WL%
alu 519 29648 40.82% 0.09%
byp 1433 133552 31.40% 0.04%
div 831 55437 42.25% 0.08%
ecc 364 23108 37.99% 0.08%
ffu 345 27991 43.63% 0.08%
mul 3133 205683 42.65% 0.09%
efc 267 12164 41.19% 0.12%
Average 39.99% 0.08%
4.2 Analysis of SADP-friendly standard cell design and placement
There are two aspects when talking about SADP-friendly standard cell design. One is internally SADP-friendly,
meaning the cell itself is decomposable. Another is externally SADP-friendly, meaning the cell can easily abut
on another cell without conflicts. It is essential to ensure standard cells are self-decomposable to achieve basic
layout decomposability. It is also important to maintain external SADP friendliness, which can further improve
   cell fillerRow1
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Figure 8. Row 2 may cause conflict solving bottleneck.
placement results. We analyze the layout after applying SADP-legalization, and observe some important factors
that affect the result quality. Below we discuss some design strategies that can improve SADP-aware legalization.
This information can be considered by cell designers and CAD engineer to better achieve SADP friendliness.
• The power/ground compatibility between cells is the biggest issue in SADP-aware placement. The cell
library either needs to maintain consistent coloring of power/ground net for all cells, or it needs to provide
both coloring options (the same or different coloring) for each cell to provide the most flexibility for
decomposable placement.
• The patterns on the boundary of a cell is where conflicts may occur, and thus the pattern number on the
boundary should be kept small and the pattern structure on the boundary should be as simple as possible.
For example, if patterns on the boundary are assigned the same color, they can easily abut a cell with
another color on the boundary. However, if the patterns are with mixed colors, finding the conflict-free
match would be more difficult.
• Leaving white space would benefit SADP legalization. Most importantly, the white space should be evenly
distributed among the rows or the entire layout to avoid the bottleneck of solving conflicts. The area
increase or performance degradation is usually determined by the row or region that need the most white
space for solving conflicts. If a particular row is much congested than others, the chance is that solving
its conflicts needs to allocate more space by enlarging the core area. For example, Row 2 in Figure 8 is
more congested than the others; performing cell spreading for it requires either increasing the core area or
moving cells in Row 2 to other rows with larger performance impact.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Double patterning enables nanometer lithography, however, achieving decomposable designs is still challenging.
We study the coloring strategies of standard cells and analyze their impact to the placement with SADP process.
We present the standard cell configuration and embed this information in the cell library. Based on the cell
configuration, our SADP legalization can quickly determine the decomposability between cells and solve conflicts
with cell flipping and cell spreading techniques. The results show that our approach can efficiently solve conflicts
with small area overhead and layout perturbation.
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